Errata

Many thanks to Jila Ghomeshi and her class at the University of Manitoba for compiling these.

Page 52: in (11) you should not have a gender feature with value masc.
Page 131: feature structure for that as answer to Q2 is inconsistent with the examples in the unit. Those list just [sg] or [pl] as an internal feature but here we get asc⁺ [num sg].
Page 133: Q15 (a) the mass determiner should not be specified as +def. Also, -prop should be ¬prop in keeping with what is given for the and a in the chapter (p. 128-9).
Page 134: Q15 (b) the bare plural determiner should not be specified as +def.
Page 134: Q16 (b) the feature for the null determiner should be [def] rather than [indef] in keeping with the features proposed in the chapter.
Page 143: Right above example (15) the end of the line should read "... and a main verb in its preterite or present tense form)."
Page 154: Q19 (b) the value for the sem feature of does should be present.
Page 168: Q4 (answers) (e) should be "poss", not "gen".
Page 173: tree in (6) and other trees involving DPs have D' yet the practice has been not to have bar-level projections up to now. Adjust trees appropriately.
Page 174: morphological readjustment rules in (11) have mostly accusative pronouns except for third person singular masculine which is he instead of him.
Page 178: the tree as answer to Q13 should have "Np", as category of me not Dp.
Page 180: Q17 answers: the feature structure for hadprep should not have [case nom] in it.
Page 193: in the list of heuristics given, the line about PPs should read "If the head is a P and the modifier is a D or DP, then the DP is complement to that P: with the books."